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Abstract

With the fast pace of reporting around the globe
from various sources, event extraction has in-
creasingly become an important task in NLP.
The use of pre-trained language models (PTMs)
has become popular to provide contextual repre-
sentation for downstream tasks. This work aims
to pre-train language models that enhance event
extraction accuracy. To this end, we propose
an Event-Based Knowledge (EBK) masking ap-
proach to mask the most significant terms in the
event detection task. These significant terms
are based on an external knowledge source that
is curated for the purpose of event detection for
the Arabic language. The proposed approach
improves the classification accuracy of all the
9 event types. The experimental results demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed masking
approach and encourage further exploration.

1 Introduction

Our lives are a sequence of events. Some of them
concern the individual, some have their effect ex-
tended to a greater population, where others can
even have a global effect. As the sources of news
about events vary and the speed of the reporting
has increased dramatically, event extraction has be-
come an important challenge for governments and
different agencies to have appropriate responses to
the concerning events. Event extraction composes
mainly of 2 tasks. The first is event detection, in
which the event is detected, usually by a trigger,
and then classified. A subsequent task is event
argument extraction. It aims to identify different
semantic entities related to the detected and clas-
sified event. There are several challenges related
to event extraction and annotation, such as having
multiple event types for the same piece of news,
i.e. Multi-label problem. Also, multiple roles for
the same entity, commonly referred to as the role
overlap problem. In addition, similar sentences
that contain the event trigger and the same entities

may be classified as being an event or not based
on the tense, whether it is an event that happened
or something that is planned for in the future. All
these challenges contribute to the complexity of the
event extraction problem.

As with many downstream tasks, a sophisticated
text representation, through contextual represen-
tation and attention mechanisms, was able to im-
prove the performance of event detection models as
shown in various studies related to events in the En-
glish language (Yang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019;
Caselli et al., 2021). However, this has not been
widely explored yet in event extraction for events
reported in the Arabic Language. Event detection
studies related to Arabic Language mainly focus
on feature extraction using statistical approaches
such as TF-IDF (Chouigui et al., 2018) and N-gram
along with Part-of-Speech (POS) and Named Entity
Recognition (NER) (Smadi and Qawasmeh, 2018;
Alsaedi and Burnap, 2015) or using rule-based ap-
proaches as in (Mohammad and Qawasmeh, 2016).

In addition, domain adaptation through continu-
ing to pre-train a contextual model, such as Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018), on domain-specific
corpora such as events (Caselli et al., 2021), or
modifying the masked language modeling (MLM)
learning task to focus on entities have shown signif-
icant effect on the performance of the downstream
task that they are catered towards (e.g., NER, medi-
cal domain NLP tasks, stance detection tasks) (Lin
et al., 2021; Kawintiranon and Singh, 2021). As im-
posing an inductive bias to the MLM learning task
has yet to be explored for the event extraction task,
or when modeling the Arabic Language, we pro-
pose Event-Based Knowledge Masked Language
Model (EBK-MLM) for the purpose of better de-
tection and classification of events reported in the
Arabic Language.

The contribution of this work is as follows: (1)
We collect and annotate an Arabic Event dataset
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namely AraEvent1 which consists of 2 sub-datasets
AraEvent(November) and AraEvent(July) that is
sourced from 4 popular Twitter news accounts. (2)
We customize the MLM learning task to have an
inductive bias towards the most significant terms in
events, which achieves an average of 3.67% accu-
racy improvement in the event detection and clas-
sification task when tested on a non-homogeneous
dataset, with up to 6.25% improvement in some
event types2.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in
Section 2, we present some related work to our
study. Then in Section 3, we propose the pre-
training method. In Section 4, we present our fine-
tuning experiments, whose results we discuss in
Section 5. In section 6, we list the limitations of
our work. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude and
set some future directions.

2 Related Work

2.1 Event Extraction
Event detection, the first component of event ex-
traction, usually starts by identifying the trigger,
which is the word that most clearly identifies an
event type, then the event classification task would
follow (Chen et al., 2015; Nguyen and Grishman,
2015; Liu et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017). However,
more recent work (Liu et al., 2019) focuses on de-
tecting the event without identifying the trigger as
some events do not contain triggers. In addition,
annotating the clearest trigger is a time-consuming
task. The study proposed Type-aware Bias Neu-
ral Network with Attention Mechanisms that takes
as an input a tokenized sentence with NER tags
coupled with the event type then builds the repre-
sentation based on the target event type. The output
is 1 if the sentence conveys the event type, zero
otherwise. The attention mechanism gave more
weight to the trigger words when developing the
representation. The resulting model had similar per-
formance on the ACE2005 event extraction dataset
to SOTA event detection models (Sun et al., 2019;
Chen et al., 2015; Nguyen and Grishman, 2015;
Liu et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017) that started with
identifying the trigger, however, without using at-
tention.

Using the representation of pre-trained contex-
tual language models such as BERT for different
downstream tasks, and more specifically here the

1https://huggingface.co/datasets/Asma/AraEvent
2https://huggingface.co/Asma/EBK-BERT

event extraction task, have been gaining attraction
recently. In (Yang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019)
fine-tuned BERT is used for event argument extrac-
tion. The first study (Yang et al., 2019) identifies
the trigger first via multiple fine-tuned BERT mod-
els for sentence classification, then based on the
class(es) of events triggered, the arguments are ex-
tracted via a second BERT component fine-tuned
for token classification to extract the arguments.
In (Wang et al., 2019), a hierarchical approach is
applied, in which the instance embedding from
the BERT module for each token is concatenated
with a rule-oriented embedding generated by hier-
archical modular attention to classify Person, Time,
Organization and Location. The result from this
classification is finally fed to the Argument Role
Classifier. The study (Caselli et al., 2021) fol-
lows a domain adaptive retraining approach, in
which it continues pre-training BERT from the
’bert-base-uncased’ checkpoint on 79, 515 articles
containing news about past or ongoing protest-
related events. This improves the Trigger detec-
tion F1 score from 0.41, when using BERT , to
0.73 when using the PROTEST � ER model
that is pre-trained on protest-related articles. It also
improves the argument extraction F1 score from
0.20, when using BERT , to 0.42 when using the
PROTEST�ER model. Our work aims to adapt
the MLM task to give higher significance to words
related to the events of our interest.

2.2 Arabic Event Extraction

In recent years, event detection and extraction
systems that support the Arabic Language have
evolved gradually. In a study, an event detection
framework is introduced, which aims to detect dis-
ruptive events using temporal, textual, and spatial
features (Alsaedi and Burnap, 2015). First, to dif-
ferentiate between event and non-events tweets, a
Naive Bayes classifier is trained and tested on a
dataset that consists of 1200 tweets. The words
composing the tweet are taken into account as fea-
tures with the attributes: Unigrams, Bigrams, POS,
NER. Compared to SVM and Logistic Regression,
Naive Bayes performed the best, achieving an F1
score of 0.80. An unsupervised rules-based ap-
proach is proposed to extract events from Arabic
tweets (Mohammad and Qawasmeh, 2016). Ex-
tracting the event, demystifying the NER and the
Temporal resolution are all the three stages men-
tioned to extract the event. Focusing on event detec-
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tion phase, Automatic Content Extraction (ACE)
guidelines are mapped into syntax rules that use
POS tags to extract event statements, event triggers,
event time, and event type. For evaluation, 1, 000
Arabic tweets are used to evaluate the proposed
approach, which maintained a 75.9% accuracy for
extracting event triggers using Naive Bayes. An-
other study (Smadi and Qawasmeh, 2018) extracts
a set of features from tweets for the events ex-
traction task. Morphological features are used to
analyze the structure of the text. POS, semantic
features like NER, and word features such as Uni-
grams and their TF-IDF represents the different
sets of features extracted by the system. To evalu-
ate the proposed approach, a dataset of 2k Arabic
tweets is utilized, and three classifiers are used:
SVM, Naive Bayes, and Decision Tree. Results
shows SVM scoring the highest F1 score for the
event trigger extraction task scores with 92.6%.The
study (Chouigui et al., 2018) presents statistical
approaches for the event extraction task.

Focusing on Arabic news articles’ titles, key-
words are extracted by calculating the term weight
for each word utilizing TF-IDF and comparing it
with a threshold. For each keyword extracted, the
event is defined using the POS co-occurrence rule.
To evaluate the system, another news site is used
for the events extraction task. The results shows
that the performance of the approach is class-based
and works well for domain-specific events such as
the economy. As for datasets, EveTAR (Almerekhi
et al., 2016) is the first publicly-available Arabic
event detection dataset. In total, there are 590M
tweets covering 66 significant events (eight cate-
gories). Using Wikipedia’s Current Events Portal,
it was collected over a one-month period. Tweets
related to an event are grouped according to their
time period of occurrence in order to represent
that event. After cleaning and removing inacces-
sible tweets belonging to inaccessible accounts,
the second version of the dataset comprised of
355M tweets (Hasanain et al., 2017). A recent
study (Alharbi and Lee, 2021) presents a multi-
dialect Arabic Twitter corpus for crisis events that
include more than a million Arabic tweets from
22 crises and hazards between 2018 and 2020. To
benchmark the dataset, AraBERT base model is
fine-tuned by using annotated data from the same
event to categorize tweets according to different la-
bels. Despite limited task-specific training data,
BERT-based models perform well on this task.

Transformer-based models have yet to be used or
evaluated for the detection and extraction of Arabic
events of various types.

2.3 Arabic Pre-Trained Language Models
(PTMs)

Pre-trained contextual representation models are
known to be well suited for tasks that require
understanding a given text, such as sentiment
analysis, NER, and extractive question answering.
One of the first Arabic PTMs with BERTbase ar-
chitecture is AraBERT(Antoun et al., 2020). It
uses the BERTbase configuration (Devlin et al.,
2018) and is trained on both the MLM and Next
sentence prediction tasks (NSP). Other Arabic
PTMs trained on the BERT configurations are
QARiB(Abdelali et al., 2021), MARBERT, AR-
BERT(Abdul-Mageed et al., 2021), and CAMeL-
BERT(Inoue et al., 2021). They mainly differ in the
pre-training data source, such as whether they in-
cluded Dialectal Arabic (DA), e.g., QARiB, MAR-
BERT, CAMeLBERT-DA, CAMeLBERT-Mix or
used only Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), e.g.,
AraBERT, ARBERT. Other differences include the
size of the pre-training data and the ratio of DA to
MSA, e.g. CAMeLBERT and QARiB. However,
changing the masking procedure for the MLM train-
ing task has not been, to the best of our knowledge,
investigated for Arabic Language.

Also, although multiple studies utilize PTMs in
various tasks and applications, the use of contextual
representation for event extraction in Arabic, has
not been investigated yet.

2.4 Variations in the MLM learning task for
PTMs

Masked Language Modeling (MLM) is a training
task in which a model tries to learn the masked to-
ken representation using the surrounding unmasked
words. It is adopted by BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
to train Language models by masking 15% of the to-
kens in pre-training. In BERT, 80% of the masked
tokens are masked by [Mask], 10% by the original
token, and 10% by a random token (Devlin et al.,
2018). Several studies have varied the masked
token selection for the MLM training objective.
A study proposed BERTSpan that masks contigu-
ous random spans (Joshi et al., 2019). BERTSpan
outperforms BERT on the extractive question an-
swering tasks, coreference resolution, and 9 GLUE
tasks. In (Sun et al., 2019), Enhanced Represen-
tation through kNowledge IntEgration (ERINE) is
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proposed to mask phrases and entities rather than
random tokens. ERNIE is applied to 5 Chinese
NLP tasks, including natural language inference,
semantic similarity, named entity recognition, sen-
timent analysis, and question answering and it im-
proved NER and natural Language inference the
most.

In Sentiment Knowledge Enhanced Pre-training
for Sentiment Analysis (SKEP)(Tian et al., 2020),
Pointwise Mutual Information is used to identify
the most important words for the sentiment analy-
sis task. It outperforms RoBERTa on sentence-
level sentiment classification, Aspect-level sen-
timent classification, and opinion role labeling.
Knowledge Enhanced Masked Language Model
(KE-MLM) is proposed for Stance Detection (Kaw-
intiranon and Singh, 2021). It uses log-odds-ratio
to identify key stance tokens then used them for
selecting the mask. It outperforms SKEP and
other BERT variations on the Stance Detection
task. Another specific application for knowledge-
based masking is in the medical domain, in which
Medical Entities are masked (Lin et al., 2021). It
outperforms random masking and other baseline
models on three clinical NLP tasks, TLINK tempo-
ral relation extraction, DocTimeRel classification,
and negation detection, and one biomedical task,
PubMedQA. Using cloze-like masking is proposed
to provide indirect supervision to downstream tasks
in a self supervised setting (Zhang and Hashimoto,
2021). The approach is evaluated on three text-
classification tasks by masking words that exhibit a
strong indication for the classes of the downstream
task during a second stage pre-training of BERT.
The results showed improved performance of mod-
els using cloze-like masking over other contextual
models not masked using cloze-like masking. As
knowledge-based masking is not addressed for the
purpose of event extraction, in this work, we aim to
leverage the knowledge related to certain types of
events in the masking process in order to improve
the representation of word related to our down-
stream task.

3 Pre-training EBK-BERT

We propose Event Knowledge-Based BERT (EBK-
BERT), which leverages knowledge extracted from
events-related sentences to mask words that are sig-
nificant to the events detection task (Section 3.1).
This approach aims to produce a language model
that enhances the performance of the down-stream

event detection task, which is later trained during
the fine-tuning process. The BERT-base config-
uration is adopted which has 12 encoder blocks,
768 hidden dimensions, 12 attention heads, 512
maximum sequence length, and a total of 110M
parameters. The details of the implementation is in
the following subsections.

3.1 EBK Token Masking
As previous studies have shown, contextual rep-
resentation models that are pre-trained using the
MLM training task benefit from masking the most
significant words, using whole word masking. To
select the most significant words we use odds-ratio
(Szumilas, 2010). Only words with greater than 2
odds-ratio are considered in the masking, which
means the words included are at least twice as likely
to appear in one event type than the other. Calculat-
ing the odds-ratio for event detection is calculated
as:

logodds(w, e) =
ke and wk ⇥ k!e and !wk
k!e and wk ⇥ ke and !wk (1)

were w is the word we are calculating the log-odds
ratio for, with respect to a particular event e. Top 5
significant words are presented in Table 1

In order to mitigate the effect of noise gener-
ated by rare words, we perform word lemmatiza-
tion using the Farasa lemmatizer (Abdelali et al.,
2016), which combines, to a great extent, different
word surfaces to their lemma. As presented in Ap-
pendix A Table 9, the vocabulary size shrinks after
lemmatization. It combines words such as  ‡ A  íJ⌦  ÆÀ @,

⇣H A  K A  íJ⌦  Ø, and  ‡ A  íJ⌦  Ø, into one word  ‡ A  íJ⌦  Ø, which
helps focus the mask later on the most significant
part of the word and avoid inflated odds-ratio val-
ues due to the infrequent terms. It is worth noting
that there are words that appear in 2 or, at maxi-
mum, 3 event types. Event types Contact, followed
by Personnel and Nature most significant words
have the highest presence in the pre-training cor-
pus based on 8 million sentences drawn randomly.
The density of the frequency of the words is: 78.7%
of the words are composed of one token, 19.7% of
the words are composed of two tokens, and less
than %2 words compose of more than 2 tokens.

3.2 Pre-training Data
The pre-training data consists of news articles from
the 1.5 billion words corpus by (El-Khair, 2016).
Due to computation limitations, we only use arti-
cles from Alittihad, Riyadh, Almasryalyoum, and
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top Personnel Transaction Contact Nature Movement Life Justice Conflict business

1 » A ⇣Æ⇣JÉ @ ⌦̇mk
.

@P ˘ ⇣Æ⇣JÀ @ ⌦̇Ê  ï P @ Z Cg. @ …⇣J ⇣Æ”  ëJ. ⇣Ø º AJ. ⇣⌧ ⌘É @ Z A ⌘Ç  � @
2 » A⇣Ø @ …J⌦ìÒ⇣K Q�⌦  ¢  �  ‡ A  íJ⌦  Ø P X A  ́ …J⌦⇣J⇣Ø —Ó⇣E @ ⇣ÈªQ™” qÇ  �
3 l⇡⌘ÖP  X @Òj⇣JÉ @ Z A ⇣ÆÀ ⇣Èk. P X P X A  ™” H. Aì @ h A£

�
@  ≠í⇣Ø P A⇣J  k @

4 l⇡⌘ÖQ⇣K …K⌦ Ò÷ ⇣fl – X A  g h. P X Qj. Î ⇣ÈÀ Ag °J.  ì ºQ™” Z @QÂ⌘Ö
5 ⇣È“Í” …É AøÒJ⌦  K ⌘Im⇢'. P Aí´ @ h   Q  K …J⌦j. Ç⇣�  ̈ A ⇣ÆK⌦ @ ⇣ÈK⌦ A  Æ  K CÇ⇣�

Table 1: Top 5 significant words (after Farasa’s lemma-
tization) using odds-ratio

Alqabas, which amount to 10GB of text and about
8M sentences after splitting the articles to approx-
imately 100 word sentences to accommodate the
128 max_sentence length used when training the
model. The average number of tokens per sen-
tence is 105. The normalization is performed as
described in Section 4.1.1.

3.3 Preparing Data for BERT Pre-training

A WordPiece (Schuster and Nakajima, 2012) tok-
enizer is trained on the entire dataset (10GB text)
with a vocabulary size of 30522 using Hugging
Face’s tokenizers. For the baseline model, 15% of
the tokens, are randomly masked with [MASK].
For the EBK-BERT model, 10% of the tokens
are masked randomly and the remaining 5% are
masked by considering the top 80 � 100 words
from each event type ordered by the odds-ratio.

3.4 Pre-training Setup

Google Cloud GPU is used for pre-training the
model. The selected hyperparameters are: learning
rate=1e � 4, batch size =16, maximum sequence
length = 128 and average sequence length = 104.
In total, we pre-trained our models for 500, 000
steps, completing 1 epoch. Pre-training a single
model took approximately 2.25 days.

3.5 Pre-training Results

Due to computation limitations, the model is
trained for 1 epoch. We notice from Figure 1 that
EBK-BERT has lower training loss than the Rand-
Mask model. This, however, cannot be an indi-
cator to the performance of the model as 1/3 of
the masked words, which the model is learning
the representation for, focus on about 3000 words
from the 9 event types, whilst for the RandMask
all the 15% masked words are random which adds
complexity to the training process.

Figure 1: Training loss of EBK-BERT and RandMask
model.

4 Fine-tuning Experiment

4.1 Event Data

The events dataset construction process is com-
prised of three steps: (1) Scrape tweets from four
well-known Arabic news accounts on Twitter. (2)
Conduct cleaning and filtering procedures on the
collected tweets by applying text normalization. (3)
Perform the annotation task by labeling the tweets
according to their content.

4.1.1 Tweet Collection
Tweets are collected from well-known Arabic news
accounts, which are: Al-Arabiya, Sabq, CNN Ara-
bic, and BBC Arabic. These accounts belong to
television channels and online newspapers, where
they use Twitter to broadcast news related to real-
world events. The first collection process tracks
tweets from the news accounts for 20 days period,
between November 2, 2021, and November 22,
2021 and we call this dataset AraEvent(November).
We also pull test-specific data from different times
to minimize the impact of bias due to the pe-
riod in which we collected the data and we name
it AraEvent(July). The retrieval process of the
AraEvent(July) covers 6 days between July 6,
2022, and July 12, 2022, from the same news ac-
counts and utilizing Twitter Streaming API 3. As
a first pre-processing step, each retweet by these
accounts is filtered and excluded during the col-
lection process. The AraEvent(November) and
AraEvent(July) tweets datasets consist of around
12, 095 and 813 tweets, respectively. To ensure
the quality of the datasets, text normalization is ap-
plied to convert tweets to a more standard form by
eliminating noise from the data. The tweet normal-
ization process removes the following: diacritics,
punctuation marks, emoticons, URLs, user men-

3https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/
twitter-api
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tions, emails. In addition, different surface forms
of character Alif (

�
@ @�

�
@) normalized to plain Alif ( @),

and Taa Marbouta ( ⇣Ë) normalized to Haa ( Ë). Fur-
thermore, we constrain the number of times the
character is repeated to a maximum of two repeti-
tions and replace successive spaces and newlines
with one space separation. Non-Arabic characters
are preserved as they might contain technical or
scientific details related to the event. Hashtags are
converted to plain text by separating the text into
words as some hashtags may retain significant in-
formation about the event. However, Hashtags that
contain the news account name in Arabic or English
and also the Breaking hashtag both are removed
because they are considered as redundant informa-
tion, for example, ÈJ⌦K. Q™À @# ,  ©  JK⌦ Y  KQ⇣K_ ⌦̇ÊÖ_ ⌦̇G._ ⌦̇G.#,

and …g. A´#. Finally, tweets containing words less
than 7 in total are filtered out along with dupli-
cate tweets. Tables 5 and 6 in the Appendix show
statistics for the final AraEvent(November) dataset
and AraEvent(July) datasets, respectively, after the
pre-processing steps conducted above.

4.1.2 Annotation

The annotation process is performed after the text
normalization and filtering steps and is conducted
manually by two of the authors and a volunteer, dis-
agreement was resolved by discussion. To specify
the annotation rules and conditions, we follow the
"Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) Arabic anno-
tation events guidelines" (ACE, 2005), ACE2005.
Based on the definition from (ACE, 2005), an event
is considered to be an action involving a connection
between participants. Therefore, a special collec-
tion of events’ types and subtypes are labeled and
considered while annotating the events dataset. Ac-
cordingly, a set of unclassified news tweets written
in Arabic are given, and after applying the anno-
tation guidelines, the results are broken down into
types and subtypes of events.

To start the annotation process, first, we consider
and focus on eight event types mentioned in (ACE,
2005): "Life, Movement, Transaction, Business,
Conflict, Contact, Personnel, and Justice events",
and the corresponding sub-type for every main type.
Tweet examples of types and sub-types of events
following the (ACE, 2005), are presented in Table
10, Appendix A. Second, based on our data, we
made some adjustments to the (ACE, 2005) guide-
lines to accommodate as many events as possible

which are published on the Arabic news accounts.
The modifications are either to expand the defini-
tion of a particular event type and make it include
a larger segment of acts or to add a new subtype
to the main event type. Furthermore, Table 11 in
Appendix A summarizes the key modifications this
study introduces, including defining the changes,
why we perform them, and also present illustrative
examples.

Additionally, the frequent occurrence of natural
events, especially the natural disaster, in the dataset
inspired us to propose a main event type, Nature,
and a subtype of this event, namely Natural Dis-
asters. Floods, earthquakes, volcanoes, pollution
from volcanoes that cause a loss of life or prop-
erty are labeled as natural disasters. The following
tweet is an example of Nature type event with sub-
type as Natural-disaster:

• Arabic: ˙Õ @ X A”P I. m⇡Ö   ‡ A  g X Ë Y‘´ @ ⇣á £ @"
ÒÉ @ …J. k.  ‡ AøQK. P Aj.  Æ  K @ È  ¢mÃ Q⇣�” 3 5 0 0 ® A  Æ⇣KP @
"  ‡ AK. AJ⌦À @ ⌦̇

 Ø

• Translation: "Smoke plumes and ash clouds
were released to an altitude of 3,500 meters
at the moment of the eruption of Mount Aso
volcano in Japan"

In this work, we do not include fires as natural
disasters due to the lack of information on the cause
of the fire. There are also two types of events to
consider: ’None’ and ’Other’. The label ’None’ is
used if there is no identified event in the tweet. On
the other hand, ’Other’ type is used to label any
event that is not from the pre-defined list of types
that the system considers and if the constructions
of the event are not clearly defined or ambiguous.
Examples of tweets labeled in Twitter Event dataset
with ’None’ and ’Other’ types respectively are:

• Arabic: È ⇣ÆJ⌦⌘K È⇣Ø C™À @ I. ⌧. ÇÀ @ @  YÍÀ ⌦̄ P A ⌘Ç⇣⌧É @"
" ËP A  íÀ @ ÈK⌦ Ò™÷œ @ ⇣H AK.  Q∫J⌦÷œ @ » A  Æ£ B @ È  J÷fiÖ  ·�⌦K.

• Translation: "consultant, for this reason, the
close relationship between childhood obesity
and harmful intestinal microbes"

• Arabic: ©” AÓ ⇣Dª @QÂ⌘Ö  · ™⇣K È  í�. A ⇣ÆÀ @  ≠K⌦ QÂ⌘ÑÀ @"
⇣H @P AJ⌦Ç À  ·j ⌘ÇÀ @ ⇣H A¢m◊ Z A ⌘Ç  � B ⇣HP @ ΩK. ÒJ⌦ª

" È∫ “÷œ @ ⌦̇
 Ø ÈJ⌦�K AK. QÍ∫À @
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Type1 Subtype1 Type2 Subtype2 Type3 Subtype3 Tweet

Life Die Life Injure Conflict Attack
Arabic:  ·�⌦K⌦ P Aj⇣J  K B @ B AJ. ” Aø ⌦̇◊ Òj. Î ⌦̇

 Ø  ·K⌦ Q  k @ 3 3 ÈK. Aì @ ê A m⇡⌘Ö @ 3 …⇣J ⇣Æ” ÈK⌦ Y  J  ́  B @ È£QÂ⌘ÑÀ @
Translation: "Uganda police 3 killed, 33 injured in Kampala suicide bombings"

Conflict Attack Life Die - -
Arabic: l .⇢'⌦  Q  �À @ H. —k. AÍ” YK⌦ ˙Œ´ ê A  m⇡⌘Ö @ Ë Y´ …⇣J ⇣Æ” —ÓDÑÀ @ ÄÒ ⇣ÆÀ AK. – Òj. Î ⌦̇

 Ø
Translation: "In a bow and arrow attack, several people were killed by an attacker
in Norway"

Table 2: Examples of more than on event type labels

• Translation:" Al-Sharif Holding announces its
partnership with Cubic Art to establish charg-
ing stations for electric cars in the Kingdom"

A tweet can have one, two, or three main types
associated with a subtype based on the occurrence
of the event as the examples show in Table 2. As a
consequence of the annotation approach described
above, for the AraEvent(November) dataset, we
end up with 2, 146 annotated events each with their
corresponding type and subtype. In addition, 858
tweets contain ’Other’ events, and a total of 8, 069
tweets are of the ’None’ type. The AraEvent(July)
dataset contains 110 annotated events, each with
a type and subtype with 257 tweets of the ’Other’
type and 446 of the ’None’ type.

4.1.3 Annotation Results

In this section, we present the statistics of the types
of events that exist on the AraEvent(November)
and AraEvent(July) datasets at the level of one
event or the set of events that took place simulta-
neously. The AraEvent(November) statistics are
present in Appendix A Table 7 in terms of indi-
vidual or paired events only. The individual event
type with the highest frequency based on the data
we have is the Justice event with 527 tweets. The
Conflict type comes as the next highest event with
449 tweets. The Life type ranked third with 304
tweets. The least accounted event type in the data is
the Transaction type with 41 tweets. Regarding the
paired events, the two highest events that occur con-
currently are Life and Conflict as they record 203
tweets. Second, Conflict and Justice events happen
at once in 37 tweets. Nature and Life event types
occurred 11 times as the third most overlapped
event. On the other hand, Personnel and Business
types overlap with one event type only as following:
Personnel and Conflict, Justice and Business. In
addition, a set of Life, Justice, and Conflict events
occur at the same time in 9 tweets. Table 2 shows
an example of Life and Conflict paired events. The
following is an example of paired events between
Nature and Life:

• Arabic: ë  m⇡⌘Ö ® QÂî” ÈK⌦ XÒ™ÇÀ @ ⌦̇
 Ø ÈK. Q™ ⌘É

 ‡ @QK⌦ @ H. Ò  Jk. ⌦̄ Ò⇣Ø » @  QÀ  P ⌦̇
 Ø  ·K⌦ Q  k @ 3 ÈK. Aì @

• Translation: "It was felt in Saudi Arabia, one
person was killed and 3 others injured in a
strong earthquake in southern Iran."

Regarding the AraEvent(July) dataset, individual
and paired event type statistics are present in Ap-
pendix A Table 8. In terms of the lowest individual
event types recorded in the data are Transaction and
Nature events with 2 tweets each. Moreover, no
business events are accounted for in the data. The
individual event type with the highest frequency,
based on the data we have, is the Justice event with
24 tweets. With 23 tweets, the Life type is ranked
second, and lastly, the Conflict type is ranked third
with 20 tweets.

4.2 Evaluation Experimental Setup
The event detection problem is a Multi-Label prob-
lem. The same sentence can contain multiple
events. We follow (Liu et al., 2019) approach, in
which we convert the multi-label problem to multi-
ple binary classification problems. As we have 9
event types, from Section 4.1, we fine-tuned EBK-
BERT per event type. This fine-tuning is performed
to the RandMask model, too. To evaluate the mod-
els, four experiments are conducted.

1. The first experiment aims to evaluate the mod-
els when applied to test data from the same
duration. Train-test split is used with an 80:20
ratio of the AraEvent(November) dataset.

2. The second experiment aims to evaluate the
models when applied to test data from the
same duration, but with limited training sam-
ples. Training samples in this experiment
were limited to 100 balanced samples, and
testing varies between event types as it con-
stituted the balanced remaining samples not
consumed in training.

3. The third experiment aims to evaluate the mod-
els when applied to test data from a different
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duration. The AraEvent(November) dataset is
used for training, and AraEvent(July) dataset
is used for testing. Business, Transaction, and
Nature types were not considered in this ex-
periment due to having less than 10 samples
each.

4. The fourth experiment aims to evaluate the
models when applied to test data from a dif-
ferent duration, and with limited training sam-
ples. This experiment is considered to be
the strongest form of testing of the four se-
tups. Training samples in this experiment
are limited to 100 balanced samples from the
AraEvent(November) dataset, and testing is
done on the AraEvent(July) data.

In all the experiments, we balance the positive class
of an event type with a mixture of the other 8
types that do not overlap with the positive class,
in addition to sentences that do not contain any
events. Therefore, the final dataset of an event
type includes: 50% sentences from the positive
class of the event, 25% sentences from the other
event types, and 25% sentences that do not contain
events, the total amount of records for each class
is presented in Tables 3 and 4. To initiate the fine-
tuning step, AutoModelForSequenceClassification
class from the transformers library of Huggingface
4 is used. All models are fine-tuned on 3 epochs
with a learning rate of 5e�5, batch size of 8, and a
maximum sequence length of 128. For evaluation,
As the datasets are balanced, we only report the
mean of the accuracy per event type with a confi-
dence interval of 95%. The fine-tuning is repeated
10 times with random initial seeds.

5 Evaluation Results and Discussion

To evaluate the proposed approach, we compare
between the classification results of the fine-tuning
of both the baseline RandMask and our proposed
approach EBK-BERT. Starting with the first and
second experiment, as presented in Table 3, EBK-
BERT performs better than RandMask in all types.
The Business type had the most improvement with
about 3.5% improvement in accuracy. Then comes
Personnel, Movement, and Contact with 2 � 3%
improvement in accuracy. The remaining events
show an improvement of less than 1.6�0%. When
limiting the training data, the Business type still
shows the highest improvement with 4.2%, The

4https://huggingface.co

remaining types show an improvement of 0.4�3%
except for Nature, which is affected negatively by
the EBK Masking. The average improvement is
2.13% and 1.4% for the two experiments respec-
tively. We conclude from this that, for most of the
types, EBK Masking did amplify the fine-tuning
process to produce more accurate predictions for
homogeneous datasets.

As for the third and fourth experiments, where
the test set is from a different time period, the re-
sults are presented in Table 4. The average im-
provement of the third experiment is at 1.74% with
5 out of the 6 datasets scoring more than 1% im-
provement. The fourth experiment which limits the
training size to 100 shows the promising results of
EBK Masking when capturing the masks correctly.
The average improvement from the EBK Masking
is at 3.67%. However, this average comes from
two opposite responses to EBK Masking when test-
ing on non-homogeneous datasets. Conflict and
Contact had an improvement of 0.6% and �0.9%,
which is an indication of a bias in the selection
of significant words which did not generalize well
when tested in a different period with a different
event. Emphasizing that the models perform much
better when training on the entire training dataset.
Whereas for the remaining four event types, more
than 5 � 6.25% improvement is archived by EBK-
BERT. This indicates that EBK-BERT generalizes
well for different time periods even with limited
fine-tuning data. Still, it cannot be ascertained
whether this is the reason for the varying perfor-
mance between the types since there are a lot of
variables that may play a role, such as the data size,
the difficulty of the event, the bias in the most sig-
nificant words, and the percentage of the presence
of the most significant words in the pre-training
text.

6 Limitations

AraEvent is drawn from a short period, introducing
some bias towards events happening in that period
such as ⌦̇mk

.
@P and …ÇªÒJ⌦  K. Also, errors from the

lemmatization tool propagate to the ED task, as
shown in the Table 1 l⇡⌘ÖQ⇣K, l⇡⌘ÖP are both present
in the most significant words. In addition, as the
models were trained on MSA Arabic corpus, we
cannot generalize the results to dialectal Arabic as
it may impose its own challenges.
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80:20 training to test ratio Training size set to 100 balanced samples

Event type Training size Testing size Random EBK-BERT Testing size Random EBK-BERT

Personnel 189 47 0.862±0.014 0.891±0.013 136 0.866±0.013 0.862±0.013
Transaction 71 17 0.733±0.039 0.750±0.047 - - -
Contact 347 86 0.934±0.007 0.955±0.004 333 0.903±0.006 0.913±0.008
Nature 123 30 0.917±0.010 0.923±0.012 53 0.942±0.007 0.930±0.010
Movement 148 37 0.858±0.009 0.882±0.023 85 0.800±0.023 0.811±0.018
Life 858 214 0.880±0.006 0.917±0.003 972 0.796±0.008 0.825±0.009
Justice 393 234 0.910±0.006 0.927±0.003 1073 0.798±0.012 0.824±0.011
Conflict 1134 283 0.897±0.002 0.904±0.005 1317 0.807±0.004 0.811±0.001
Business 103 25 0.869±0.023 0.904±0.017 28 0.911±0.016 0.954±0.015

Table 3: Event classification accuracy results for AraEvent(November) based on an average of 10 runs per event
type and a confidence interval of 95%

Testing Dataset Full training set size Training size set to 100 balanced samples

Event type Testing size Training size Random EBK-BERT Random EBK-BERT

Personnel 32 236 0.913 ± 0.018 0.93125 ± 0.020 0.853± 0.024 0.903 ± 0.006
Contact 21 433 0.967 ± 0.014 0.962 ± 0.012 0.919 ± 0.020 0.910 ± 0.026
Movement 24 185 0.788 ± 0.0191 0.804 ± 0.017 0.746 ± 0.0284 0.808 ± 0.030
Life 45 1137 0.985 ± 0.006 0.990 ± 0.003 0.901 ± 0.0197 0.952 ± 0.00762
Justice 23 627 0.833 ± 0.016 0.86 ± 0.0113 0.769 ± 0.019 0.829 ± 0.023
Conflict 39 1417 0.827 ± 0.009 0.869 ± 0.013 0.770± 0.019 0.777 ± 0.017

Table 4: Event classification accuracy results of AraEvent(July) based on an average of 10 runs per event type and a
confidence interval of 95%

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This work aims to propose using the Event-Based
Knowledge (EBK) approach for selecting the Mask
for the MLM training task in order to improve the
model’s performance for the event detection task.
In this (EBK), the most significant words are ex-
tracted from an AraEvent(November) using odds
ratio. This dataset is pulled from news channels’
Twitter accounts and then annotated manually to 9
event types, inspired by ACE2005 Event Extraction
dataset, with some modifications. The event classi-
fication experiment results show improvement over
random masking by 0.56�3.645% across all event
types when tested on a homogeneous dataset, an av-
erage of 3.67% when tested on a non-homogeneous
dataset with limited fine-tuning data. This shows
the effectiveness of the proposed masking tech-
nique for event detection. The classification results,
although higher than random masking, raise sev-
eral questions on the reasons for the varying perfor-
mance across the types. Running the experiment
with different data sizes may asssist to answer the
question of whether the data size plays a role in nar-
rowing the effect of the proposed masking, in other
words: Is (EBK) or similar masking approaches
more suitable to perform tasks with small anno-

tated datasets? Another improvement to be made
to the approach is constructing the event datasets
gradually over an expanded period of time to mit-
igate the bias towards the data collection period.
Also, following the log-odds-ratio with Dirichlet
prior approach should help us mitigate the bias
of the collection period and rare words, in gen-
eral. We consider this study as preliminary work
as a proof of concept that mask approaches catered
to a certain downstream task are beneficial to the
downstream task for language models built for the
Arabic Language. This is illustrated in this study
on a language model built on a considerably lim-
ited amount of data. It is interesting to see if this
approach can be applied to pre-train large-scale
Arabic Language models for different downstream
tasks.
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A Appendix

Source No. of tweets
before cleaning

No. of
duplicates

No. of tweets
after cleaning

Al-Arabiya 2945 170 2775
Sabq 2837 143 2694
CNN Arabic 3192 574 2618
BBC Arabic 3121 135 2986
Total 12095 1022 11073

Table 5: AraEvent(November) data statistics

Source No. of tweets
before cleaning No. of duplicates No. of tweets

after cleaning
Al-Arabiya 382 195 187
Sabq 394 199 195
CNN Arabic 400 181 219
BBC Arabic 400 188 212
Total 1576 763 813

Table 6: AraEvent(July) data statistics
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Type Personnel Transaction Contact Nature Movement Life Justice Conflict Business

Personnel 116 - - - - - - 1 -
Transaction - 41 - - 1 1 1 - -
Contact - - 216 - 1 - - - -
Nature - - - 60 1 11 1 4 -
Movement - 1 1 1 80 1 3 6 -
Life - 1 - 11 1 304 7 203 -
Justice - 1 - 1 3 7 527 37 2
Conflict 2 - - 4 6 203 37 449 -
Business - - - - - - 2 - 62
Total 118 44 217 77 93 527 578 700 64

Table 7: AraEvent(November) event types statistics

Type Personnel Transaction Contact Nature Movement Life Justice Conflict Business
Personnel 16 - - - - - - - -
Transaction - 2 - - - - - - -
Contact - - 11 - - - - - -
Nature - - - 2 - - - - -
Movement - - - - 12 - - 1 -
Life - - - - - 23 - 7 -
Justice - - - - - - 24 - -
Conflict - - - - 1 7 - 20 -
Business - - - - - - - -
Total 16 2 11 2 13 30 24 28 -

Table 8: AraEvent(July) event types statistics

kwordsk
before lemmatization

Odds ratio >2
(Before lemmatization )

kwordsk
after lemmatization

Odds ratio >2
(After lemmatization )

Presence of the words in
the pre-training corpus

Personnel 1017 445 798 272 11.40%
Transaction 470 283 404 375 8.31%
Contact 1328 447 975 447 14.69%
Nature 519 260 415 237 11.57%
Movement 766 413 637 363 9.72%
Life 2890 347 1922 305 6.08%
Justice 3619 371 2316 353 7.94%
Conflict 3700 455 2232 393 7.68%
business 648 303 532 289 10.48%
Total 14957 3324 10231 3034 -

Table 9: Statistics related to the significant words calculated by the odds-ratio
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Table 10: Examples of Labeling Results Following Guidelines from (ACE, 2005).
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